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 Actuarial Review Advantage
Building on a long tradition of serving the world’s leading property and casualty actuaries, the bimonthly 
Actuarial Review magazine has served members of the Casualty Actuarial Society (CAS) for more than 40 
years.

Actuarial Review is the only magazine focused solely on property and casualty executives and actuaries.

CAS members work for insurance and reinsurance companies and brokers, consulting firms, state insurance 
departments, educational institutions and other organizations serving the financial services industry.

Actuarial Review is delivered to more than 15,000 insurance professionals, including CAS members and 
actuarial professionals working towards membership.

The nature of actuarial training and education gives CAS members broad expertise in insurance and provides 
exposure to all areas of the industry. Nearly 30 percent of CAS members are senior-level executives, many 
of whom have moved beyond purely actuarial positions and hold positions throughout the financial services 
industry, including the executive suites. Other CAS members hold a wide range of actuarial positions.

Many senior actuaries make or strongly influence purchase decisions for their companies and most CAS 
members are keenly involved in the products and services their companies use. 

Actuarial Review has garnered readers’ praise for the publication’s layout 
and structure. The actuarial community knows that they can turn to the 
Actuarial Review for award-winning editorial content, the latest information 
and news in the field, and fresh perspectives from CAS leadership.

“I am really pleased with the new Actuarial Review. The new structure 
and design and content are very appealing, and seem to be on track 
with where the CAS is headed. I enjoy every aspect of this publication. 
The length and depth of articles seem just right for a magazine that tells 
the CAS story — I am so glad we haven’t gone the way of many other 
magazines in boiling everything down to tiny sound bites.  The magazine 
strikes a good balance of news, serious content, 
and fun.”

Bob Conger, FCAS 
Consultant, Towers Watson
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which is based on data from the National Association of Insur-

ance Commissioners (NAIC) Cybersecurity and Identity Theft 

Insurance Coverage Supplement. 

Another measure of cyber insurance’s growth is direct 

written premiums (DWP). The total DWP for stand-alone and 

package policies accelerated by 22% in 2020 to approximately 

$2.7 billion, up from a 14% increase in 2019, according to “U.S. 

Cyber Insurance Market Update,” released in May 2021 by 

Fitch Ratings. Stand-alone cyber premium rose 29% in 2020, 

reflecting a growing interest in securing affirmative cyber 

coverage and dedicated limits for related exposures to address 

coverage ambiguity, the report notes.

Alpin suggests that the DWP amount is higher and is 

closer to $6 billion because the NAIC statutory data does not 

capture all cyber insurance. Alpin explains that cyber insur-

ance policies in the United States can be written in many ways, 

are heavily reinsured, typically through quota shares, and can 

be written by companies based in London and Bermuda.

Increases in cyberattacks are not the only factor driving 

growth, however. According to the Fitch report, more compre-

hensive regulatory and legal requirements, such as the Cali-

fornia Consumer Privacy Act and the New York Department of 

Financial Services Cybersecurity Regulations, are also driving 

cyber insurance growth. 

From 2014 to 2020, the cyber insurance market expanded 

rapidly; premium volumes grew and coverage broadened, Al-

pin said. Carriers noticed the high growth and high profitabil-

ity and jumped into the market. “Underwriting was very lax 

during the soft market,” he said. “Often underwriters were only 

given a company name and asked for a quote, no application.” 

For the year 2020, Laux observes that some carriers were 

enjoying reasonable profitability, but many others sustained 

significant losses. Among U.S. cyber insurers, the incurred loss 

ratio was 76.7% at the 75th percentile and 137.8% at the 95th 

percentile. “The question now is what is 2021 going to look 

like?” he says.

Laux states that the inflection point in the direct incurred 

industry loss ratio — the direct loss plus defense and cost 

containment (DCC) ratio — took place in 2019. In just one 

year, the loss ratio rose from 44.9% in 2019 to 67% in 2020, ac-

cording to Aon’s report. That is a far cry from the enviable low 

of 32.4% in 2017. 

Figure 1. Premium Change for Cyber, Q4 2016–Q1 2021
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For stand-alone cyber insurance, which is growing in 

popularity compared to coverage sold in insurance pack-

ages, the incurred loss ratio rose dramatically in 2020 to 73%, 

compared to an average of 42% for the previous five years from 

2015 to 2019, Fitch Ratings notes in its report. 

Prior to the loss ratio increases, Laux said, there seemed 

to be some margin in cyber — even when including a reason-

able catastrophe load — regardless of whether the expense 

ratio was closer to 30% or 40%. “Now I would say that margin 

is gone,” he observes, “when incorporating a CAT load, it’s 

definitely gone.”

Alpin estimates the cyber insurance line experienced $4.2 

billion in industry losses in 2020, based on the incurred loss 

ratio estimates of around 70% and $6 

billion in collected premium.

Not surprisingly, when insur-

ers started to notice rising losses in 

late 2019 and 2020, rates went up and 

coverage began to tighten. From fourth 

quarter 2016 to fourth quarter 2018, 

rates were declining quarterly before 

beginning a modest incline in 2019 and 

picking up speed into their first double-

digit increase in fourth quarter 2020 

(see Figure 1).  

“Regarding companies' portfolios, 

some companies are reducing their 

cyber portfolio sizes by non-renewing 

certain policies,” Alpin said. “Others 

are also managing their exposure by 

not writing new business on certain 

segments or going out with high rate 

increases — in some cases up to 50%.”

Carriers also are sublimiting some of these coverages, 

Alpin said, citing AIG, which began introducing a sublimit at 

50% for any cyber event when ransom is demanded. They’ve 

also introduced co-insurance to the cyber market, requiring 

their clients to contribute 50% to any ransomware loss.

However, while profitability has generally deteriorated, 

some segments of business have remained profitable. "Recent 

disappointing results for some or most of cyber insurance 

underwriters should be seen as a minor turbulence and not a 

major disruption,” offers Alex Krutov, president of Navigation 

Advisors LLC.

Ransomware
The declining profitability in cyber insurance is driven by 

increases in claims costs, primarily due to ransomware. 

The average 2020 claim frequency across all companies 

was 5.62 claims per 100 policies, which was virtually un-

changed since 2019 based on NAIC data cited in “Ransomware 

and Aggregation Issues Call for New Approaches to Cyber 

Risk,” published by A.M. Best in June 2021. 

Aon reported that the high loss ratio is primarily due 

to the average claim size increasing from $48,709 in 2019 to 

$74,354 in 2020. Another way to look at insurer costs, accord-

ing to data provided by A.M. Best to Actuarial Review, is the 

average incurred losses per claim by calendar year. While the 

amount is driven by reserves, it also shows an upward trend in 

claim costs (see Figure 2). “Cyber claims are becoming more 

sophisticated,” explained Sridhar Manyem, director of indus-

try research and analytics for A.M. Best. They are also more 

expensive to process. 

The loss ratio is mostly driven by ransomware, which has 

been increasing dramatically while less lucrative cyber data 

breaches have been on the decline, according to Aon’s “Cyber 

Insights for Insurers,” released in April 2021. Specifically, 

from fourth quarter 2018 to fourth quarter 2020, ransomware 

increased 621%, while other data breaches decreased by 84%.

The cybersecurity firm Sophos reports that the average 

Not surprisingly, when insurers 
started to notice rising losses 
in late 2019 and 2020, rates 
went up and coverage began to 
tighten. 
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For the first time, the line’s profitability is no longer assumed. 

The overall combined ratio for cyber insurance is 95.4% for the 

year 2020, according to Aon Reinsurance Solution’s U.S. Cyber 

Market Update published in June 2021. For stand-alone cyber 

policies, which are purchased separately rather than as part of 

insurance packages, the combined ratio was 100.1%, according 

to the report, which notes that these numbers may be understated. 

What’s more, cyber insurance posted its highest rate increase of 18% for the 

first quarter 2021, accelerating from its first quarterly double-digit climb of 11.1% in 

the fourth quarter 2020, according to the Council of Insurance Agents and Brokers’ 

Property/Casualty Market Survey (see Figure 1). 

“The market has definitely hardened. Insurers want to batten down the hatches 

and want to offer less — reinsurers too,” said Jon Laux, head of cyber analytics for 

Aon's Reinsurance Solutions. “The whole industry is reckoning with the fact that the 

risk is underpriced and undermitigated.”

Insurance lines commonly experience pricing cycles. It takes a while for claims 

experience to reveal a trend troubling enough to compel tighter underwriting selec-

tion and adjustment. For well-established insurance lines, which went through de-

velopmental adolescence decades ago, adjusting prices just goes with the territory. 

But having originated a couple of decades ago, cyber insurance is a line now 

going through its own developmental adolescence. “The cyber insurance market 

is still evolving, and today it's in a state of flux,” said Eduard Alpin, chief actuary for 

Resilience Cyber Insurance Solutions, a program manager combining cyber security 

and cyber insurance. 

How cyber insurers, customers, regulators and other stakeholders respond will 

shape the line’s maturation going forward. “We are in a crucible,” warned Laux. 

Changing Conditions
The cyber insurance line has grown significantly since data breaches began making 

headlines in the early-to-mid 2010s. In 2020, about 200 insurance groups offered cy-

ber coverage. This figure is up from 140 groups in 2016, according to the Aon report, 

Cyber insurance 
has generally 
been a risky, 
albeit profitable, 
insurance line.
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 2022 Actuarial Review Editorial Calendar
Actuarial Review magazine continually tracks emerging trends and issues in world of property and casualty 
insurance and provides in-depth analysis, new ideas, best practices, and knowledge essential to the actuaries 
in this field.

Each issue is focused on a major theme relevant to property and casualty actuarial practice.

Issue Theme

Jan/Feb 2022

Actuaries in Insurtech

Insurance Careers Month (Feb 2022)

Annual Meeting Recap
Mar/Apr 2022 COVID-19: A Retrospective

May/Jun 2022
Marijuana Legalization and New Insurance Markets

Data Privacy

July/Aug 2022
Spring Meeting Recap

CAS Elections — Meet the Candidates; Constitution 
& Bylaws changes

Sep/Oct 2022 CAS Research News
Nov/Dec 2022 Volunteer/Committee Profiles & Achievements 

*Topics are subject to change.

  Actuarial Review Advertising 
Opportunities

Actuarial Review magazine offers three 
sizes of advertisements — full page, 
half page and third page. Sample ad 
placements are shown below. Details on 
rates and ad specifications are shown 
later in this media kit.
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profe
ssion

al INSIGHT

The Future of Loss Reserving May Be “Outside the Triangle” 

BY JIM LYNCH

execution lead for predictive analytics at 

Zurich North America. Estim
ates tend 

to be too high for several years, th
en too 

low for several. In
 both cases, early es-

tim
ates are way off; th

ey then stair-step 

toward the correct number.

To do a better job, Leong said, 

actuaries should look “outside the 

triangle.” They should bring in exter-

nal in
formation; th

e way economists 

consider a myriad of data to refine their 

forecasts. Panelists noted that having 

accurate information on exposures or 

rate changes im
proves an estim

ate, even 

if th
e information does not come from a 

company’s own data. M
ore im

portant, 

said panelist David Clark, FCAS, senior 

actuary at M
unich Reinsurance America, 

Inc., is
 that th

e data act as a good predic-

tor of events that drive estim
ates higher 

or lower.

Cost comes into play, said audience 

member Mary D. M
iller, FCAS. Actuaries 

and management tend to invest in
 ana-

lytics for pricing, not reserving. A refined 

pricing model can maximize profitable 

business. A refined reserving model gets 

to the right answer faster, but it d
oes not 

change the amount of losses incurred.

In part, a lim
ited methodology 

hampers the reserving process, said 

panelist James Guszcza, FCAS, U.S. chief 

data scientist at Deloitte
. Current m

eth-

L
oss reserving — the art-slash-

science of property and casualty 

actuaries — can seem arcane 

to outsiders, even mystical. To 

mathematicians and actuaries, 

however, it
 is fairly straightforward. 

The basic method, known as the 

chain-ladder, assumes the losses a 

company has incurred to date reveal 

how much more in losses the company 

will in
cur. O

ther popular methods are 

offshoots of th
at id

ea.

After that, an actuary’s knowledge, 

skill a
nd judgment find ways to hone the 

estim
ate. M

uch of th
e loss reserving craft 

depends on understanding nuances of 

the method and its brethren.

Are there better ways to estim
ate 

loss reserves?

A panel of property and casualty 

actuaries addressed the question at th
e 

CAS Centennial Celebration and Annual 

Meeting in New York in November. Th
e 

panelists had lots of help, with robust 

participation from an audience of m
ore 

than 500 and the results of a free-form 

survey conducted in advance of th
e 

meeting.

Research indicates that actuarial 

reserving methods — using the famous 

loss triangle most in
 the industry have 

heard of —
 tend to give cyclical answers, 

said Jessica Leong, FCAS,  business 

ods were devised in the era of pencil-

and-paper statistical analysis. In
 today’s 

era of open-source statistical computing 

packages and inexpensive computing 

power, th
ere is no necessity for actuar-

ies to restrict th
emselves to traditio

nal 

methods.

Today it is
 practical to

 build so-

phisticated models using summarized 

triangle data as well as analyze the 

individual claim-level data underlying 

loss triangles. W
hen actuaries restrict 

themselves only to loss triangles, th
ey 

are summarizing away information, 

Guszcza said.

Panelists offered three solutions. 

Leong suggested using a more sophisti-

cated model known as generalized lin
-

ear modeling (GLM). It h
as become the 

preferred method of pricing insurance. 

These models allow the actuary to adjust 

results to explicitly
 include economic or 

other changes into an estim
ate.

The method has other advantages. 

Mathematically, th
e traditio

nal m
ethods 

are a special type of GLM, so property 

and casualty actuaries have a leg up 

understanding it. A
nd because GLMs 

have priced policies for years, executive 

management has heard of it,
 a fact th

at 

helps create buy-in.

Clark recommended that actuaries 

conduct research to find variables that 

predict shifts in loss reserves. He focused 

on latent variables, or elements that do 

not directly cause losses but th
at happen 

to be proportional to
 them. 

Sometim
es these can be hard to 

measure. Clark said social scientists, 

for example, try to study the results of a 

happy childhood, but struggle to figure 

Panelists noted that having accurate information on 

exposures or ra
te changes improves an estimate, even 

if th
e information does not come fro

m a company’s own 

data.
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out what one means by “happy.” So they 

ask a series of questions and shape the 

answers into a score.

In insurance, credit-based scores 

are classic latent variables. A high score 

correlates with a poor driving record. 

The scores do not directly cause a person 

to drive worse, but th
e higher the credit 

score, on average, th
e better the driver.

Clark has found that th
e calendar 

year loss ratio for commercial auto 

physical damage business is a good pre-

dictor for accident year commercial auto 

liability
 results, even though the latter 

takes much longer to play out. A
ll of th

e 

external predictors that Clark suggested 

can be incorporated within the GLM 

framework that Leong introduced.

Perhaps the most radical departure 

came from Guszcza. He recommended 

cultiv
ating a more sophisticated math-

ematical approach, using what statisti-

cians call B
ayesian data analysis.

Bayesian approaches have become 

a trend in the statistical world since 

1990, he said. Th
ey differ from standard 

approaches because they use probabili-

ties to model all uncertain quantitie
s in 

an analysis.

For example, a person predicting 

the next flip of a coin would weigh the 

information contained in the data (past 

flips of th
e coin) against th

e probability
 

initia
lly assigned as part of th

e analysis. 

Guszcza analogized judging the next 

flip of a coin that has been flipped only 

a handful of tim
es with forecasting the 

future development of a cohort of in
sur-

ance claims. In
 each case, th

e lim
ited 

data available for analysis might not 

contain all of th
e information relevant 

for making the forecast. Th
e Bayesian 

approach offers a formal approach for 

combining fresh data with prior knowl-

edge. 

Election 

prognosticators 

like Nate Silver 

use this method. 

They start with 

an econometric 

model th
at pre-

dicts an election, 

then updates the 

prediction with 

pollin
g informa-

tion as that becomes available.

The resultin
g analysis would look 

familiar to an actuary, as it r
esembles 

credibility
 weighting.

“I’m
 not saying throw out th

e 

chain-ladder method,” Guszcza said. 

“The chain ladder is great.” But to
 

improve the process, actuaries need to 

keep things “sophisticatedly simple,” 

meaning to start off simple but th
en be 

willin
g to add model structure as the 

situation demands. For example, Bayes-

ian versions of th
e models Leong and 

Clark discussed are possible departures 

from the chain ladder or Bayesian chain 

ladder. G
uszcza pointed out th

at th
e 

great flexibility
 of Bayesian data analysis 

facilita
tes the approach of sophisticated 

simplicity. ●

James P. Lynch, FCAS, is chief actuary 

and director of research and information 

services for the Insurance Information 

Institu
te in New York.

The University of CAS 

(UCAS) provides a variety of 

educational content th
rough the 

live capture of our educational 

programs and interactive online 

courses, such as the 2014 CAS 

Centennial and Annual M
eeting 

session recordings  

(www.casact.org/UCAS).
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Your charge should be to ease the 

audience into the presentation, includ-

ing their acceptance of you as presenter, 

especially if th
e subject m

atter is over-

whelmingly technical. You may want to
 

consider a brief fact or anecdote about 

the facility
, th

e city, or even something 

that happened to you that m
orning that, 

perhaps, you can tie into the presenta-

tion. It s
hould be presented naturally 

and genuinely, but not out of th
e context 

of your personality
.

If you are presenting to a smaller 

group of, say, five or ten people in a 

conference room, try to learn and re-

member each person’s name and role, 

if th
ey are not known to you. Recallin

g 

such information in the Q&A period will 

be im
pressive to them. If y

ou are pre-

senting to a larger audience, th
at is, of 

course, not necessary. However, during 

the Q&A period, ask attendees for their 

names and companies when they pres-

ent a question or comment.

For a smaller group presentation, 

make eye contact with all th
e individu-

als in the room. For larger groups, make 

eye contact with the various sections 

of th
e room. Don’t tu

rn your back on 

the audience and hide your face into a 

screen of in
formation. Don’t fo

rget: Th
is 

is an opportunity for you to shine by in-

tegrating yourself, in
dustry information 

and an audience into a 30- to 90-minute 

presentation.

Finally, you ask, what can one do 

to get better at giving presentations? 

The following are some suggestions 

that aren’t a huge investment of tim
e or 

money and might be fun in the process.

• Take an acting or im
prov class. 

They’re mostly held in group set-

tings and the instructors and fellow 

classmates are usually super-

supportive. Also, consider taking 

an on-camera class. Th
is provides 

a thorough look at how you come 

across; th
e instructor and you will 

review videotape of your perfor-

mance, which will p
rovide guidance 

for im
provement.

• Join a book club. Th
is will a

llow 

you to share ideas in a group set-

ting.

• Arrange for practice presenta-

tions with some of your peers at 

work. Assign each other non-work-

related topics that m
ight be light or 

fun for you to present. B
e open and 

supportive with one another when 

providing feedback.

• Attend speeches and take notes on 

what you liked or didn’t like about 

the speaker. Also, consider gettin
g 

involved in school or community 

groups in which opportunitie
s exist 

for one to express opinions in a 

group settin
g.

• Self reflect. D
on’t b

uy into the 

excuse that you’re simply “not good 

at presentations.” Commit to
 work-

ing on presentations as you would 

commit to
 solving other problems 

that in
terest you.

• Follow your fear. Life is too short 

to im
pose artificial lim

its on your 

personal potential and career. ●

Robert M
orand 

is vice chairman, 

president and 

managing partner 

for DW Simpson–

Global Actuarial & 

Analytics Recruit-

ment in
 Chicago. 

He can be reached at bob.morand@

dwsimpson.com.
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protection of privacy, data collection and enforcement. So far 

it seems to be grounded in committe
e. Even so, Congress has 

given the FAA until S
eptember 2015 to devise and im

plement 

a regulatory policy.

Meanwhile, as of February 2013, th
e FAA had already 

issued more than 1,000 drone licenses to government and 

private users. According to Vikki Stone, senior vice president 

of Poms and Associates, an insurance broker in Los Angeles, 

insurers are trying to figure out how they’re going to cover 

these things once they eventually do get off the ground. 

“Coverage for drones is currently being negotiated with 

a number of different in
surance companies,” Stone told A.M. 

Best. “There isn’t an actual policy out th
ere right now that will 

pick up the kinds of exposures we’d be seeking when the FAA 

approves the commercial use of drones. Th
ere are certainly 

drones in use right now and those are, of course, being in-

sured. But at th
is tim

e we’re in the negotiation phase of our 

program.”

The kinds of exposures insurers will b
e looking at in

clude 

the drone itself, p
roperty damage it m

ight cause, lia
bility

 

(both general and aircraft p
roduct), cyber insurance against 

the hacking of drone data, workers’ compensation, employ-

ment practice liability
, and directors and officers liability

. And 

who knows what other exposures might reveal th
emselves in 

practice?

In July 2014, th
e TEAL Group, defense and aerospace in-

dustry consultants, predicted that worldwide annual spending 

on drones would almost double over the next decade, from a 

current $6.4 billio
n to $11.5 billio

n a year, to
taling close to $91 

billio
n in the next 10 years. Th

is is going to translate into major 

bucks for insurance companies. 

“Drones will a
ffect th

e insurance industry in many ways,” 

says Stone, “but th
e major effect will b

e to provide a new 

income stream.”

“I th
ink we’re in an excitin

g tim
e for entirely new insur-

ance products to be developed,” Karl Olson agrees. “From the 

carrier perspective, th
ere are many talented individuals who 

are directly addressing these exposures.” ●

Steven Sullivan is a freelance writer and editor in Baltim
ore, Md. 

The CAS Trust Scholarship Committe
e will 

award up to three scholarships to college 

students pursuing a career in
 casualty actuarial 

science, fo
r th

e 2015 – 2016 academic year.

1st Place Scholarship: $10,000

2nd and 3rd Place Scholarships: $5,000

SCHOLARSHIP 

OPPORTUNITY TO 

SHARE W
ITH STUDENTS

Applications Due by March 2, 2015

www.casact.org/tru
stscholarship

Your Full-Page Ad 

HERE

Your Third-Page Ad 

HERE

Your Half-Page Ad 

HERE

Your Third-Page Ad 

HERE
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 2022 Actuarial Review Advertising Contract
Special rates shown below are offered to CAS member companies that participate in the CAS Society Partner 
Program. For more information about this program, contact Lisa Broyhill at lbroyhill@casact.org.
CAS Partner Ad Rates 1X 3X 6X
Back Cover $2750 $2550 $2350
Inside Front Cover, Opposite Inside Front Cover $2650 $2450 $2250
Inside Back Cover $2600 $2400 $2200
Opposite TOC, Editor's Note or President's Message $2550 $2350 $2150
Full Page $2350 $2150 $1950
Half Page $1650 $1500 $1350
Third Page $1400 $1300 $1200

All other advertisers pay the following rates:
Regular Ad Rates 1X 3X 6X
Back Cover $3500 $3250 $3100
Inside Front Cover, Opposite Inside Front Cover $3350 $3100 $2850
Inside Back Cover $3300 $3050 $2800
Opposite TOC, Editor's Note or President's Message $3250 $3000 $2750
Full Page $3000 $2700 $2500
Half Page $2100 $1900 $1700
Third Page $1800 $1700 $1600

Please circle your ad rate in the chart above and select the issues(s) below where your ad(s) will appear: 

2022
	Jan/Feb — Ad Sales Close Nov 12; Ad Copy Due 

Nov 29
	Mar/April — Ad Sales Close Jan 14; Ad Copy Due 

Jan 28
	May/June — Ad Sales Close Mar 18; Ad Copy Due 

Mar 25

	July/Aug — Ad Sales Close May 13; Ad Copy Due 
May 27

	Sept/Oct — Ad Sales Close July 15; Ad Copy Due 
July 29

	Nov/Dec - Ad Sales Close Sept 16; Ad Copy Due 
Sept 30
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ADVERTISER INFORMATION

Contact Name _____________________________________________________________________________________

Company _________________________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone _________________________________  Email _____________________________________________________

Signature _________________________________________________________________________________________

PAYMENT

Total Payment Amount $ _________________

Select how payment will be submitted

 CAS Partners Funds  Request Invoice
(if paying with card or check)

 Wire Transfer

Terms and Conditions

1. Payment for advertising, whether it print or online, is due no more than 30 days from date of invoice.

2. You will not necessarily be reminded of issue deadlines.

3. Frequency discounts apply to ads run in a continuous, 6 - 12-month period. Frequency must be ordered with first insertion.

Advertisers will be short rated if, within a 6 - 12-month period from the date of their first insertions, they have not used the amount

of space upon which their billings have been based.

4. Ad changes are the sole responsibility of the advertiser. Actuarial Review does not provide ad production services or editing of

existing ad materials. Ad changes submitted after the ad copy due dates are not guaranteed by Actuarial Review.

5. All ads are subject to approval by CAS.

6. Premium positions may not be available if purchased earlier by other advertisers.

7. Cancellations for non-cover advertisements must be received in writing 15 days before space closing. Cancellations received

within 15 days before the closing date will be reimbursed in full. Neither the advertiser nor its agency may cancel insertion orders

for advertising after the ad sales closing date.

8. Advertisers that are not CAS Partners must pay in full by the ad placement deadline for the issue.

9. No refunds will be issued for ads not running due to late artwork, submissions or cancellations after closing date.

Please email this form to Al Rickard at arickard@assocvision.com or FAX it to him at 703-783-5501
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 Actuarial Review Material Specifications

Actuarial Review Ad Sizes (in inches)

Trim Size: W 8.25” H 10.875”

Ad Size Width Height

Full Page (Bleed) 8.5” 11.125”

Full Page (Non-Bleed) 7.25” 9.875”

Half Horizontal 6.75” 4.625”

Third Square 4.375” 4.675”

Third Vertical 2.125” 9.625”

All ads should be supplied as PDF files with crop and bleed marks included. All PDFs must have fonts 100 
percent embedded and must be created from original files that contain no spot colors or RGB images.

Ads should be created ONLY in Adobe InDesign, QuarkXPress, Adobe Illustrator or Adobe PhotoShop. All 
images should be in JPG or TIFF format and at least 300 dpi (with the exception of vector images) at the size 
the image is to be used. All colors must be CMYK; no RGB or PMS spot colors. All logos should be in vector 
format with all text converted to outline.

Ad changes are the sole responsibility of the advertiser. Actuarial Review does not provide ad production 
services or editing of existing ad materials. Ad changes submitted after the materials due date are not 
guaranteed by Actuarial Review. 

Storing of Materials

Actuarial Review will retain ads submitted 
electronically for one year for pickup purposes as 
needed.

Submission Instructions

Advertising materials of 10 MB or less should be 
emailed to Al Rickard at arickard@assocvision.com. 
For materials larger than 10 MB, contact Al Rickard at 
703-402-9713 for upload instructions.

Advertising Materials Contact

Al Rickard
President, Association Vision
703-402-9713
FAX 703-783-5501
arickard@assocvision.com
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